Installation Information

For Motorola XTL/APX series Radios, PM1500 Radios, and High Power (110W) XTL/APX Radios. For PM1500 Radios, the grey jumper must be cut.

Radio interface for 26-pin Accessory Port Connector on the Remote Head or RF Deck (dash-mount).

Radio programming determines functionality of Ignition Sense line.

An external speaker can be attached to the 2-pin Female External Speaker connector.

For remote-head radio setups, the radio cable’s RX Audio connector must be connected to the speaker connector on the power cable for the control head (typically HKN6188 or HKN6187 cable).

For dual or multi-head radio setups, the speaker connection should be made on the primary control head’s power cable.

For dash-mount radio setups the 2-pin Male RX Audio connector is not used, and the speaker connection is through the 26-pin Radio Interface.
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